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The Spinshots - their wild, sulphurous mix of styles never seizes to amaze the audience. The band
takes their listeners on a rollercoaster ride through time and space: the music resembles 50s tv
tunes, 60s beat, strutting soul, 70s Bollywood, Klezmer, 30’s Big Band, Yé Yé, Spyfi, Space Age...
It resembles the soundtrack of that golden era of your life you seemed to have missed.
On stage the Spinshots unpack as a musical desert storm, their rhythm, melodies, stage performance provoke a heatwave that can only be answered to by dancing your butt off. They seem to
have a direct link with a parallel universe, where naivité actually can be linked to smithering skillful and pretty tunes. They seem to have come through a crack in reality, bringing from an obscure
world the beats you always missed, the tunes you have been craving, and a backbeat you thought
could never be that back.
Oh, and they look sharp, you do want them to take you to their planet.

Flora Dolores
• Lead Vocals

Peter Hordijk
• Bass
• Backing Vocals
Emanuel Wiemans
• Drums

Martin Draax
• Guitar
• Backing Vocals

Jan Jaap Snellen
• Keys
• Backing Vocals

Simon Kelaita
• Tenor Sax

Ruud Kleiss
• Trumpet
• Backing Vocals

Babette Jane
• Bariton Sax
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Fetish for Veils
Shake off the Past

b
Qui est ‘In’, Qui est ‘Out’

Amándote desde Entonces

If I would Fall

Trouble Baby

Love Hangover

Sweetest Fantasy

Désirs Mutuèls

Never So Right

Pride Before Fall
Always Second Best
Hindu Superlaska
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The Spinshots understand people listen largely with their eyes. Having two reknown graphic artists in
their midst, the band also emerges to be a verhicle for the art of Emanuel Wiemans and Martin Draax.
Feast your eye on Record sleeves, silkprinted posters, special editions. Have some of that suave
merchandise items and watch their videoclips - this is not your average band. Like their sound it resembles the swinging 60s - yet it isn’t ‘retro’. It’s just that the rest of popmusic took the wrong
exit, at some point.
Wiemans and Draax work as illustrators and applied artists for many other bands - but they continue
to develop their ‘Sauvage Chique’ art in all public and graphic appearances of the Spinshots.
Also, check out Draax’ fashion line ‘Comic Sexy’ - for which the Spinshots recorded a track with the
same name to dance to in a colourful mini dress.
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The 60s - the high tide for the Exotica era. In all manifestations of pop culture writers, filmmakers
and composers reached out for whatever was just beyond cognition. The underground was up for
a few years and artists could just not get away with doing what had always been good enough.
Everywhere in the world artists were in need for external influences, uncomprehendeable
morals, suave promises and new estethics with a high shock-value. Everywhere makers began
examining and using the ‘exotic’: in American West Coast Surf echoed Arabian riffs, in Psychedelic Rock resonated Indian sitars. Elvis Presley danced with Arabian Haremgirls, while ‘Indian’
organplayer Korla Pandit sedated and seduced tens of thousands of housewives with his weekly
American TV show. And the other way around: in India, Bollywood composers started using Spanish
Bandoneons and Mexican guitars. In American Roadside restaurants Exoticabands were playing what
seemed to be Jungle-, Mexican, Arab, Indian, Hawaiian or other mysterious music, although it was
always embedded in at that time polular beat music.
For the first time, there was a youth culture for adults.
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The Spinshots take their influences from all around the world, and from all times of present history.
Although their music is authentic and exclusively written for them, it is clear where their interests lie:
30s Big band sounds, 40’s and 50’s jazz and dancing music, and most of all, everything from the 60s.
Expect a warped mix of Spy Fi, Surf, Soul, Beat, Bollywood, Klezmer, Ethiopiques, Garage, Freakbeat
and Funk in a style that seems a soundtrack for a film you desperately want to see. But the Spinshots
never loose focus on danceablillity.
The Spinshots easily take up the amaze of the 60s, bend it, shape it, and spit it out over the audience.
They sound like an army of dreamed up dessert bandits who turn out to be viruosi at their bootymade alien instruments. Their axiradius on stage is so huge that everybody in the room becomes part
of the event. You’ll dance till your eyes drop out.
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The Spinshots take their world seriously. Composer Martin Draax designed a fashion line for
Exotica fans. Fashion as it should be: fairtrade, handmade, sustainable and of extreme quality.
The dresses come in unique colours, yarns were exclusively dyed in ‘comicprint’ colours before they were woven into a luxurious ‘Punta di Roma’ fabric. Each ‘Comic Sexy’ dress is
tailored exclusively for each individual client - turning every lady into a real neckturner.
‘Comic Sexy’ was introduced to the public with models dancing to a live gig of
the Spinshots in Paradiso, in 2015, invited by the Amsterdam Beat Club.
The Spinshots also recorded a track called ‘Comic Sexy’ for the models to dance to in a videoclip.
You can check it out at www.comicsexyfashion.com
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If you want your evening to be complete off the planet, book the whole shebang. After a Spinshots
gig, guitarist and DJ Martin Draax often plays his vinyl pebbles to a dancing crowd. Exotica, soul,
spy-fi, boogaloo, soundtracks, latin, beat, freakbeat, rhythm&blues, Bollywood, Klezmer... and music
that can only be classified as ‘weird’.
Draax, aka ‘Brother Boogaloo’ brings that kind of music that brings you back to that wild summer
that was never there.
If you like the idea, we bring ‘Exotica’ dancers of different kinds to dance to our instrumentals and
performing after the live gig. We could even bring our Comic Sexy fashionshow.
As stated before - no grass grows where the Spinshots have been!
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‘Flora Dolores moves like a harem dancer - the music varies
between 60s pop and vaudeville, covered up by eastern melodies’
vpro - 3voor12
‘the Spinshots instantly turn Paradiso into a beat-club, packing
in the audience by charismatic & charming singer Flora Dolores’
live XS
‘This seven-piece boogaloo outfit play a 1960s brew of orchestral
soul but spiced up with equal measures of punk, bossa nova,
exotica, surf, exploitation, spaghetti and with just a spot of
Las Vegas Grind. Wild & exciting’
amsterdam weekly
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